Abstract-This paper presents a design of behaviorfusion architecture for mobile robot navigation. We first design three behaviors for robot navigation, including obstacle avoidance, wall following, and goal seeking. We implement these primitive behaviors by using fuzzy-logic control approaches. Then, the fusion weight of each behavior is determined by using the proposed behaviorfusion neural network. The neural network maps the current environment sensor data to suitable fusion weights. Both computer simulation and practical experiments verify the effectiveness of the method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Behavior-based architectures have been widely used for navigation control of mobile robots [l-2] , because these architectures facilitate a mobile robot to react in real time to the environmental information. With behavior-based approaches, one decomposes complex navigation tasks into several, well-specified behaviors that are easier to design and carry out. In [2] , robotic behavior is defined such that a behavior is a control law that satisfies a set of constraints to achieve and maintain a particular goal. Thus when a behavior is activated, the output of the behavior never takes into account of other behaviors, each behavior is designed to achieve a specified navigation task. However, it also means that there may have conflicts among the outputs of different behaviors. For more practical applications, the environment as well as the task will become more complex. The coordination of behavior sets becomes important. Many behavior coordination and fusion methods have been studied in recent years [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Basically, behavior coordination can be categorized into two groups, namely behavior arbitration and behavior fusion. In the former, only one behavior's output will be valid at any one time according the sensory inputs [1] . While for the latter, each behavior can have the opportunity to contribute the control output, depending on the sensory information. The problem of behavior fusion then becomes to determine the participation weight of each individual behavior. This paper studies a fuzzy-neuro design for determining the fusion weights of several navigation behaviors. In this design, a mapping between fusion weights and the immediate environmental configuration is generated for providing the proper fusion weights efficiently. The (e-mail: ktsong9mail.nctu.edu.tw, marksman.ece92ggnctu.edu.tw).
goal seeking behavior, wall following behavior, and obstacle avoidance behavior. Each behavior is designed by using simple fuzzy logic control approach to achieve respective navigation task. The output of fuzzy logic controller of each behavior reacts to environmental information from ultrasonic sensors and the motor shaft encoder signals.
II. FUZZY BEHAVIORS
A mobile robot equipped with ultrasonic sensors has been designed and constructed as shown in Fig. 1 . The mobile robot has two independent drive wheels and two casters for balance. Robot motion is controlled by adjusting the velocities of two driving wheels. The velocity servo control is handled by a self-made two-axis motion control card based on a TMS320F240 DSP chip. The ultrasonic sensors can measure distance up to five meters with 4Hz for one scanning of all twelve sensors on board. In this study, we use only the front nine sensors for navigation design. The output of the fuzzy logic controller, which implements each behavior, is designed to change the moving direction of the mobile robot. We suppose that the mobile robot moves forward with a constant linear speed. If the output of fuzzy logic controller, i.e. the speed difference of two drive wheels, of a behavior is zero, the mobile robot will then move straight forward.
Fuzzy systems have the capacity to handle uncertain and imprecise information using linguistic rules. When a mobile robot navigates in an unstructured environment, it needs to detect its surrounding environment and interprets the gathered environmental information. From sensory information, the robot can obtain the knowledge of its position and the distance to surrounding obstacles. Fuzzy logic control (FLC) have been widely used for mobile robot navigation [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , mainly due to FLC is capable of offering inference using environmental data, even under motion and sensor uncertainties. We designed three primitive behaviors by using FLC. The inputs of each FLC are distances measured by ultrasonic sensors, and the output is the differential speed between left and right drive wheels (cm/s). We divided nine front-side sonar sensors into five groups to detect the distance from surrounding obstacles as shown in Fig.2 . In each group the minimum sensor value is taken as the distance from obstacles in five directions as shown in Fig. 3 . In the following, these three behaviors are described.
A. Obstacle Avoidance Behavior
We used three fuzzy rules to implement the obstacle avoidance behavior. They are listed as follows.
a. If the distance from obstacle is close, then the differential speed is big. b. If the distance from obstacle is medium, then differential speed is medium.
c. If the distance from obstacle is far, then the differential speed is small. Fig. 1 . The experimental mobile robot equipped with a ring of twelve ultrasonic sensors. Fig. 4 shows the fuzzy logic design of obstacle avoidance behavior. The front side sensors S3-S5 (Group 2) are used in this behavior as input to the FLC. Furthermore, we use the distance information from ultrasonic sensor 2 and ultrasonic sensor 6 (see Fig. 5 )to decide which side that robot should choose to avoid the obstacle, which is in front of the moving direction of the robot. The membership functions of input and output fuzzy variables are illustrated in Fig. 6 . One can see that by using only three fuzzy rules, the differential speed between left and right wheels can be determined for obstacle avoidance. The overall input-output relation of obstacle avoidance behavior is shown in Fig. 7 . 
B. Goal Seeking Behavior
In this design, the behavior of goal seeking is treated as trying to move along the direction to the target. Using the definition, we define the relative angle between the robot heading and goal direction as the input of the goal seeking FLC behavior. As illustrated in Fig. 8 , the relative angle to the goal is used to determine the differential speed of mobile robot by using fuzzy inference. The fuzzy rules are as follows.
a. If the included angle is big, then the differential speed is big. b. If the included angle is medium, then the differential speed is medium. C. If the included angle is small, then the differential speed is zero. The rules are used to modulate the heading of mobile robot. Let the robot move along the direction to the target. Its membership function of rules is displayed in the Fig. 9 . The input and output relation of the goal seeking FLC is shown in Fig. 10 . One can see that when the angle to the target direction increases, the differential speed between two driver wheels increases, too. then the differential speed is zero. When the differential distance is bigger, the differential speed should be larger. The input and output relation of the wall following FLC is shown in Fig. 13 . environment pattern is not similar with the prototype pattern, the degree of difference becomes larger. In the third layer of FKCN, we obtain the membership or degree of similarity to the prototype pattern, from which the current fusion weights are determined. The Prototype patterns define the basic situation of environment as shown in Fig.15 . In this design, eight prototype patterns are selected to represent typical situations for indoor navigation. Table. 1 shows the behavior fusion weight corresponding to each prototype pattern. In the design phase, one needs to assign the default fusion weight in the FKCN for distance calculation. In application, as the robot obtains current sensor data, the FKCN can find out the fusion weight corresponding to the immediate environment. FKCN has the capacity to generalize these prototype patterns to all situations that may happen to the robot duration navigation by giving the proper fusion weights. Fig. 16 illustrates the structure of behavior fusion.
Note that the ultrasonic distance data are quantized to five levels before sent to the FKCN. 
IIl. FUZZY-NEURO BEHABIOR FUSlON
The concept of pattern recognition was adopted for behavior fusion design. It is utilized to map the environmental pattern, obtained from ultrasonic sensors onboard the robot, to the fusion weight of three navigation behaviors. Considering that "when the environment information of surroundings is similar, the fusion weight of navigation behaviors should be similar too," we use the Fuzzy Kohonen Clustering Network (FKCN) [13] [14] to recognize the environment. Fig.14 illustrates the structure of the fuzzy-neuro network for behavior fusion. In the first layer of he network, the quantized value of distance is regarded as the inputs of FKCN. In the second layer, we calculate the degree of difference between the current and the prototype pattern. If the input current W -i for 120 < d<' 180 (2) for 180 < di < 240 for 240 < d, < 300 for di > 300
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we present the experimental results of the proposed behavior fusion method. Fig. 18 illustrates the control structure of the mobile robot. Fig. 19 shows the experimental result of autonomous navigation in the lab environment. The robot navigated in a crowded room and passed a narrow door before it entered a corridor. There are several obstacles in the corridor as depicted in the figure. This experiment validates that the proposed behavior fusion is sufficient for the navigation in an indoor environment. In  Fig.20 V. CONCLUSION This paper presents a behavior-fusion architecture for a mobile robot. This architecture successfully coordinates the output of three navigation behaviors by using the fuzzy-neuro pattern recognition network. Thanks to the autonomous behavior fusion design, the individual behavior can be implemented using simple fuzzy logic rules. The experimental results reveal the system can determine the proper fusion weight and response to the dynamic changing environment efficiently. However, it has been observed in the experiments that there are some errors at the end of path. This is mainly caused by the position estimation error of the mobile robot. In the future, we will add more accurate localization design to the robot and continue to investigate the behavior fusion method for more complex tasks. 
